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It is proved that the solid angle (or geometry factor, also called the geometrical efﬁciency) for a
spherically symmetric outward-directed surface source with an arbitrary radius and polar angle dis-
tribution and an arbitrary detector aperture is equal to the solid angle for an isotropic point source
located at the center of the spherical surface source and the same detector aperture.
& 2016 The Authors. Published by Elsevier B.V. This is an open access article under the CC BY-NC-ND
license (http://creativecommons.org/licenses/by-nc-nd/4.0/).1 Many people associate the term solid angle with the purely geometric ques-
tion of what angle (measured in steradians) from one shape subtends another1. Introduction
Tsoulfanidis [1] presents the solid angle (or geometry factor,
also called the geometrical efﬁciency) for several source and
detector geometries. The solid angle is the fraction of source par-
ticles that enter the detector aperture and so it is not purely
geometric—the angular distribution of the source is a factor, and
Tsoulfanidis considers only isotropic point and surface sources. He
gives equations for a point source and a detector with a circular
aperture, a disk (surface) source parallel to a detector with a cir-
cular aperture, a point source and a detector with a rectangular
aperture, and a disk (surface) source and a detector with a rec-
tangular aperture.
Tsoulfanidis says that “nonisotropic sources [are] seldom
encountered in practice.” This may be true for point sources, but
nonisotropic surface sources are so common that the default sur-
face source angular distribution in the widely-used Monte Carlo
radiation transport code MCNP [2] is linearly anisotropic [3]. He
also says, “In practice, one deals with plane sources….” Actually,
spherical sources are quite common, neutron leakage measure-
ments of the Jezebel critical assembly [4] and the beryllium-
reﬂected plutonium (BeRP) ball [5] (and related analyses [6])
being just two examples.
We are therefore motivated to determine the solid angle
(geometry factor) for a spherically symmetric surface sourceB.V. This is an open access article uwith an outward-directed but otherwise arbitrary polar angle
distribution and an arbitrary detector aperture. We are aware
of three general solid-angle calculators [7–10], none of which
includes a spherical surface source as an option.
In the next section of this paper, the solid angle (geometry
factor) for a spherical surface source and a point detector is
derived. Section 3 derives the solid angle (geometry factor) for two
special cases. Section 4 discusses the implications of the result of
Sections 2 and 3 for an arbitrary detector aperture, and Section 5
presents some numerical demonstrations. Section 6 is a summary
and discusses the practical application of the conclusions of
this paper.2. The solid angle for a spherical surface source and a point
detector
Tsoulfanidis's deﬁnition of the solid angle or geometry factor1 Ω
is [1]nder the CC BY-NC-ND license (http://creativecommons.org/licenses/by-nc-nd/4.0/).
shape. In this paper, we follow Tsoulfanidis [1] in the use of solid angle, but we
simultaneously apply another term Tsoulfanidis uses, geometry factor, as a reminder
of how Ω is actually used. This author prefers the term geometrical efﬁciency, but
again, we are mainly following Tsoulfanidis.
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number of particles per second emitted inside the space defined
by the contours of the source and the detector aperture
number of particles per second emitted by the source
:
ð1Þ
Eq. (1) is Tsoulfanidis's Eq. (8.2). In the language of nuclear
engineering [11], Eq. (1) is
Ω¼ particle current per second crossing the detector aperture
number of particles per second emitted by the source
;
ð2Þ
assuming that the current is due only to streaming from the
source, not to any scattering off nearby objects or air. In mathe-
matical symbols, Eq. (2) is
Ω¼
R
AS
dAS
R
Ad
dAd Ω^U n^d
 ψ ð r!d; Ω^ÞR
AS
dAS
R
dΩ^ Sð r!S; Ω^Þ
; ð3Þ
whereFig. 1. Geometry
point detector. AnAS, Ad ¼ surface area of the source and detector aperture,
respectivelyr!S, r!d ¼ a point on the source surface and on the detector
aperture surface, respectivelyΩ^ ¼ direction from r!S to r!d
n^d¼ unit surface normal at point r!dψ ð r!d; Ω^Þ¼ angular ﬂux of particles on the detector aperture
surface at point r!d with direction Ω^Sð r!S; Ω^Þ¼ angular source rate density of particles at point
r!S in direction Ω^ (cm2 s1).The angular ﬂux streaming to the detector point r!d from the
source point r!S is
ψ ð r!d; Ω^Þ ¼
Sð r!S; Ω^Þ
p r!d r!S
  2 ; ð4Þ
where p is the source normalization. If the source emits into 4π
directions, then p¼4π, but for a source that only emits into 2π
directions, then p¼2π. Let ω be the angle between n^d and the
vector from r!d to r!S; then Ω^Un^d
 ¼ cos ω. Let r r!d r!S .
The angular source rate density can be written
Sð r!S; Ω^Þ ¼ S0f ðΩ^Þ ; ð5Þ
where S0 is the source strength (cm2 s1), assumed to be con-
stant over the source surface, and the angular distribution f ðΩ^Þ is
normalized such that its integral over all accessible angles is unity.
Let α be the source polar angle, that is, the angle between thefor calculating the solid angle for a spherical surface source and a
obstruction violates the assumption of spherical symmetry.particle direction Ω^ and the outward surface unit normal at r!S
(see Fig. 1), and let η cos α. It is assumed that the source azi-
muthal angle distribution is uniform in [0, 2π]. Then Eq. (5)
becomes
Sð r!S; Ω^Þ ¼ S0f ðηÞ; ð6Þ
and the normalization of the source polar angle distribution f ðηÞ isZ 1
1
dη f ðηÞ ¼ 1: ð7Þ
Using Eqs. (4), (6), and (7) (and Ω^Un^d
 ¼ cos ω and
r r!d r!S
 ) in Eq. (3) yields
Ω¼
R
AS
dAS
R
Ad
dAd cos ω
S0f ðηÞ
p r2R
AS
dAS
R 1
0 dη S0f ðηÞ
¼ 1
p AS
Z
AS
dAS
Z
Ad
dAd
cos ω
r2
f ðηÞ : ð8Þ
Tsoulfanidis's Eq. (8.4) for the general solid angle is Eq. (8) for
an isotropic [f ðηÞ ¼ 1] source emitting into 4π (p¼4π), such as a
usual point source. Surface sources are often deﬁned to emit in 2π
directions (i.e., inward or outward), or p¼2π, but Tsoulfanidis's
derivation and application of his Eq. (8.4) do not take this into
account. One should therefore use caution when applying Tsoul-
fanidis's equations for disk surface sources.
To continue, we apply Eq. (8) to derive the solid angle for a
spherical surface source and a point detector. The particles are
emitted in the outward direction only, so p¼2π and f ðηÞ ¼ 0 for
1rηo0. The point detector is taken to be a Dirac delta func-
tion, so that the integral over the detector area in Eq. (8) has
meaning and retains the dimensions of area. Put the point
detector in a plane whose outward normal n^d points from r
!
d to
the center of the sphere. The source sphere has radius rS, so
AS ¼ 4π r2S . The differential unit of area on the surface of the
sphere is
dAS ¼ r2S sin θ dθ dφ; ð9Þ
where θ is the polar angle and φ is the azimuthal angle. (These
are the angles that, with the source radius rS, specify a point on
the surface of the sphere, whereas Ω^ and α specify the source
particle direction.) Orienting the spherical coordinate system
such that θ is measured from the line connecting the center of
the sphere with the point detector, the detector only sees those
points on the sphere between θmin¼0 and
θmax ¼ acosðrS=dÞ ; ð10Þ
where d is the distance from the center of the sphere to the point
detector. See Fig. 1. We require d4rS.
Furthermore, we require that the point detector have a line
of sight to every point on the spherical surface with θ in [θmin,
θmax] and φ in [0, 2π]. In other words, the point detector must
have a symmetric, unobstructed view of the source sphere
(see Fig. 1). Implications of this restriction are discussed in
Section 6.
Under these conditions, and also deﬁning μ cos θ, Eq. (8)
becomes
Ω¼ 1
2π ð4π r2S Þ
Z 2π
0
dφ
Z 1
rs
d
dμ r2S
cos ω
r2
f ðηÞ ¼ 1
4π
Z 1
rS
d
dμ
cos ω
r2
f ðηÞ ;
ð11Þ
where ω, r, and η are functions of μ.
We apply the Law of Cosines to ﬁnd (see Fig. 1)
r2S ¼ r2þd22r d cos ω : ð12Þ
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cos ω¼ r
2þd2r2S
2r d
: ð13Þ
Apply the Law of Cosines again to ﬁnd
r2 ¼ r2Sþd22d rSμ ð14Þ
(recalling μ cos θ). Combining Eqs. (13) and (14) yields
cos ω
r2
¼ r
2þd2r2S
2r3 d
¼ ðr
2
Sþd22d rSμÞ þd2r2S
2 dðr2Sþd
22d rSμ Þ
3
2
¼ drS μ
ðr2Sþd
22d rSμ Þ
3
2
: ð15Þ
Using Eq. (15) in Eq. (11) yields
Ω¼ 1
4π
Z 1
rS
d
dμ
drS μ
ðr2Sþd
22d rSμ Þ
3
2
f ðηÞ : ð16Þ
Recall that the integral over μ in Eq. (16) was introduced as part
of the integral over the spherical source surface. There is a one-to-
one mapping between any angle θ¼ acosμ specifying r!S and the
angle α¼ acosη specifying direction Ω^ to the detector point from
r!S. See Fig. 1. It is shown in Appendix A that
η¼ μ drSﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃ
r2Sþd
22d rSμ
q ; ð17Þ
and therefore
dη
dμ
¼ d
2ðdrSμÞ
ðr2Sþd
22d rSμÞ
3
2
: ð18Þ
Rearranging Eq. (18) and using the result in Eq. (16), and using
ηðμÞ for η, yields
Ω¼ 1
4π
Z 1
rS
d
dμ
dη
dμ
1
d2
f ðηðμÞÞ
¼ 1
4π d2
Z 1
0
dηf ðηÞ ; ð19Þ
and applying the normalization of Eq. (7) [recalling that f ðηÞ ¼ 0
for ηo0] yields
Ω¼ 1
4π d2
: ð20Þ
Note that Ω is actually dimensionless.
Eq. (20) states, counterintuitively, that the solid angle (geo-
metry factor) for a spherically symmetric surface source (i.e., a
source with a uniform density on the surface and a uniform azi-
muthal angle distribution but an arbitrary polar angle distribution)
and a point detector does not depend on the source sphere's
radius or the source's polar angle distribution.
The derivation of this section and the result [Eq. (20)] are
similar to the derivation of the gravitational shell theorem, which
states that a uniform spherical shell of matter attracts an external
point of matter as if all the shell's mass were concentrated at its
center [12]. However, the gravitational shell theorem is not com-
plicated by a factor with an arbitrary polar angle distribution.3. Special cases
3.1. An isotropic spherical surface source
To partially verify Eq. (20), we consider the special case of an
isotropic spherical surface source distribution, f ðηÞ ¼ 1 (but only
outward directed, 0rηr1), and a point detector. Eq. (16)
becomes
Ω¼ 1
4π
Z 1
rS
d
dμ
drS μ
ðr2Sþd
22d rSμ Þ
3
2
: ð21Þ
Using the Wolfram online integrator [13], Eq. (21) can be evaluated
analytically as
Ω¼ 1
4π
μ drS
d2ðr2Sþd
22d rSμ Þ
1
2
2
4
3
5
1
rS
d
: ð22Þ
Applying the limits yields
Ω¼ 1
4π
drS
d2ðr2Sþd
22d rSÞ
1
2

rS
dd rS
d2ðr2Sþd
22d rSrSd Þ
1
2
8<
:
9=
;
¼ 1
4π
drS
d2ðr2Sþd
22d rSÞ
1
2
0
8<
:
9=
;: ð23Þ
Observing that r2Sþd22d rS ¼ ðdrSÞ2, Eq. (23) becomes
Ω¼ 1=ð4π d2Þ, Eq. (20), as expected.
3.2. An isotropic point source
Consider the special case of an isotropic point source and a
point detector. We can accomplish this in many ways. The most
basic is to start with Eq. (2). The denominator is S0 (which would
be given as a source rate density with respect to volume rather
than surface area). The numerator is Ω^U n^d
 ψ ð r!d; Ω^Þ ¼ S0=ð4π d2Þ,
since Ω^U n^d
 ¼ 1. The ratio is, of course, Ω¼ 1=ð4π d2Þ, Eq. (20).
Another route that is more obviously dimensionless is to let rS-0
in Eq. (21).4. The solid angle for a spherical surface source and an arbi-
trary detector aperture
The solid angle for a spherical surface source and a point
detector may be interesting on its own, but Eq. (20) has extremely
useful implications.
Consider a detector aperture with area Ad. If the solid angle for
an isotropic point source and any point r!dAAd is equal to the
solid angle for a spherically symmetric surface source (centered at
the point source) and point r!d, then the solid angle for an iso-
tropic point source and every point r!dAAd is equal to the solid
angle for a spherically symmetric surface source and every point
r!d.
We must still show that the units work out. We do this by
returning to Eq. (8). Reversing the order of integration (and using
p¼2π as in Section 2), Eq. (8) becomes
Ω¼
Z
Ad
dAd
1
2π AS
Z
AS
dAS
cos ω
r2
f ðηÞ : ð24Þ
The integral over AS can be carried out just as it was in
Section 2, Eqs. (9) through (20). The difference is that Eq. (20) is
dimensionless, but the integrand of the integral over Ad in Eq. (24)
has dimensions of 1/area. Thus the solid angle Ω is correctly
dimensionless. Carrying out the integration over AS in Eq. (24), the
Fig. 2. A detector with a triangular aperture of area Ad projected onto a sphere of
radius d; the projected area is Ap. Fig. 3. Solid angle for spherical sources with varying radii and an isotropic point source
centered 10 cm from a point detector. The isotropic point source has zero variance.
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Ω¼ 1
4π
Z
Ad
dAd
1
dð r!dÞ2
; ð25Þ
where we have made it explicit that d depends on the point r!d
within Ad but on nothing else. Eq. (25) applies for an isotropic
point source as well as a concentric spherically symmetric surface
source.
In other words, we have proved that the solid angle (geometry
factor) for a spherically symmetric surface source with an arbitrary
radius and polar angle distribution and an arbitrary detector
aperture is exactly equal to the solid angle for an isotropic point
source at the center of the spherical surface source and the same
detector aperture.
Some practical applications of this fact are given in Section 6.
First, in the remainder of this section, we gain some insight by
going a bit further. Then, in Section 5, we present four numerical
demonstrations.
Consider a spherical detector of radius d4rS concentric with
an isotropic point source. The fraction of emitted particles that
cross the spherical detector surface Ad is obviously 1. The fraction
of emitted particles that cross some subset of the spherical
detector surface is the ratio of the area of the subset – call it AP, for
reasons that will soon become clear – to the total area of the
detector surface, AP=Ad.
Now note that almost any arbitrary detector aperture can be
projected onto a spherical detector of radius d4rS along rays
pointing to the center of the sphere. See Fig. 2. (For this purpose
we must restrict the shape of the aperture so that rays from the
point source enter from one direction only, meaning that the
aperture mustn't twist on itself. For realistic detectors, the
requirement of spherical symmetry in Section 2 restricts the
orientation of the aperture so that every ray enters from the same
side.) Now AP is the area of the projection (thus the subscript P) of
the detector aperture area Ad onto the detector sphere. The solid
angle for the isotropic point source and the projection as well as
the actual detector aperture can be found by evaluating the inte-
gral in Eq. (25) over area AP: Ω¼
R
AP
dAP
 
= 4π d2
 
¼ AP=Ad.
Therefore, the solid angle for any spherically symmetric surface
source concentric with the detector sphere and an arbitrary
detector aperture is the area of the projection of the detector
aperture onto the detector sphere divided by the area of the
sphere, AP=Ad. Because of the similarity (in the mathematical
sense) of concentric spheres, the radius d of the detector sphere is
arbitrary.5. Numerical demonstrations
Numerical results for four problems were obtained stochasti-
cally using the general-purpose Monte Carlo radiation transport
code MCNP [2,3] to compute Eq. (3). The geometries were entirely
void. Surface sources had a uniform source rate density over the
surface and the angular distribution included outgoing angles
only. A source radius of 0 cm was modeled as an isotropic point
source; other source radii were spherical surface sources. All sto-
chastic results are given with 1σ uncertainties. An analytic com-
parison with a historical Monte Carlo calculation is included.
5.1. Solid angle for a spherical surface source and a point detector
The solid angle (geometry factor) for concentric spheres of various
sizes and a point detector 10 cm away from the center of the spheres
is plotted in Fig. 3. The analytic result [Eq. (20)] is 7.957747104.
Stochastic results using a point-detector tally (a next-event esti-
mator) were obtained for comparison. The MCNP point-detector
(F5) tally records the scalar ﬂux ϕð r!dÞ at the point, where ϕð r!dÞ≡
∫ 4πdΩ^ψð r!d; Ω^Þ [11], but for this application, the current at the point
is needed [Eq. (3)]. We therefore modiﬁed MCNP to multiply each
point-detector score by cos ω. Two source polar angle distributions
were used, isotropic [f ðηÞ ¼ 1] and linearly anisotropic [f ðηÞ ¼ η]
(outgoing angles only). Fig. 3 shows that, indeed, all of these sources
and both source distributions obey Eq. (20).
5.2. Solid angle for a spherical surface source and a detector with a
rectangular aperture (1)
The analytic equation for the solid angle (geometry factor) Ω
for an isotropic point source located a distance away from a rec-
tangle enclosed by the lines x¼x1, x¼x2, y¼y1, and y¼y2 (with
x1ox2 and y1oy2), if the plane containing the rectangle is per-
pendicular to a line of length d from the point source to the point
(xp, yp) in the plane containing the rectangle, is [14]
Ω¼ 1
4π
arctan
ðx2xpÞðy2ypÞ
d
ﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃ
ðx2xpÞ2þðy2ypÞ2þd2
q
 1
4π
arctan
ðx1xpÞðy2ypÞ
d
ﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃ
ðx1xpÞ2þðy2ypÞ2þd2
q
 1
4π
arctan
ðx2xpÞðy1ypÞ
d
ﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃ
ðx2xpÞ2þðy1ypÞ2þd2
q
þ 1
4π
arctan
ðx1xpÞðy1ypÞ
d
ﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃ
ðx1xpÞ2þðy1ypÞ2þd2
q : ð26Þ
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even enclosed within it. Eq. (26) is Tsoulfanidis's Eq. (8.11) [1].
In this problem, we used a rectangular aperture with the para-
meters shown in Table 1; the result of Eq. (26) is 4.819330102.Table 1
Rectangular aperture
parameters.
Variable Value (cm)
xp 0
yp 0
x1 5
x2 35
y1 12
y2 43
d 50
Fig. 4. Solid angle for an isotropic point source located 50 cm from a 40 cm55 cm
rectangular detector (Table 1) and concentric spherical surface sources with vary-
ing radii [the point was not located on the symmetry axis of the detector, and the
polar angle distribution is given by Eq. (27)].
Fig. 5. Solid angle for a point source and various spherical volume sources centered over
from Elsevier; his RS is the source radius, our rS. The detector was 5 cm from the surface
(26), and the squares, computed using MCNP, the detector was 5 cm from the surface of
quadratic ﬁt (not shown) is almost perfect. For the triangles, computed using MCNP, the
bars are present but too small to see.Stochastic results for an isotropic point source and concentric
spherical surface sources of various sizes are compared with the
analytic result in Fig. 4. The polar angle distribution (outgoing
angles only) for the spherical surface sources was
f ðηÞ ¼
0; 0rηo0:2
a
ﬃﬃﬃ
η
p
0:2rηo0:8
0; 0:8rηr1;
8><
>: ð27Þ
with a¼ 3= 2 0:81:50:21:5
h i 
¼ 2:395787 to preserve the nor-
malization of unity [Eq. (7)]. Eq. (27) was chosen to be arbitrarily
nonisotropic. Fig. 4 shows that the spherical surface sources with
arbitrary radii and a nonisotropic polar angle distribution have the
same solid angle with the rectangular detector aperture as does
the isotropic point source, as predicted in Sections 2 and 3.2.
5.3. Solid angle for a spherical surface source and a detector with a
rectangular aperture (2)
Kaplanis [15] computed the solid angle for spherical volume
sources of several sizes centered over a detector with a rectangular
aperture of 3 in.3 in. He kept the detector 5 cm away from the
surface of the source sphere (thus, d¼ rSþ5 cm, in the notation of
this paper). He used a Monte Carlo code. His Fig. 7, reproduced
here as Fig. 5(a), presents results relative to those for a point
source located 5 cm from the detector. Although his Eq. (27) has an
exponential attenuation term in it, it appears that the results
shown in Fig. 5(a) have no attenuation, since the plot has no
energy dependence. He could have compared his (absolute) value
for the point source with the analytic formula, Eq. (26), as Ref. [14]
predated his work by a decade. On our Fig. 5(b), the curve labeled
“d¼rSþ5 cm (analytic)” recreates the results plotted in Kaplanis's
Fig. 7 using (our) Eq. (26) for the point source as well as for the
spherical volume sources. We also computed these results sto-
chastically; in this case, a fully (4π) isotropic source was sampled
with uniform spatial density in the spherical volume. Noa 3 in.3 in. rectangular aperture. (a) Reprinted from Kaplanis [15] with permission
of the source. The y axis is logarithmic. (b) For the diamonds, computed using Eq.
the source, as in (a). The squares are on top of the diamonds. The y axis is linear. A
detector was a constant 5 cm from the center of the spheres. The stochastic 1σ error
1 
2 
3 
4
y
x 
(0, 0) 
Fig. 6. Arbitrary detector aperture. Scales in centimeters. Numbers refer to the
circles listed in Table 2.
Table 2
Four circles joined to make an arbitrary aperture.
Circle Center (x, y) (cm) Radius (cm)
1 (20, 18) 30
2 (60, 8) 25
3 (20, 3) 40
4 (5, 53) 30
Fig. 7. Solid angle for an isotropic point source located 50 cm from the detector
shown in Fig. 6 and concentric spherical surface sources with varying radii. The
polar angle distribution of the spherical sources was 1.8η0.8 for 0rηr1.
J.A. Favorite / Nuclear Instruments and Methods in Physics Research A 813 (2016) 29–3534attenuation was modeled. The results, labeled “d¼rSþ5 cm (sto-
chastic)” in Fig. 5(b), are almost identical with those of Eq. (26).
If Kaplanis had used a constant value of d, his results might
have surprised him. Stochastic results for a constant value of
d¼5 cm, computed using MCNP, are plotted on Fig. 5(b) with the
label “d¼5 cm (stochastic).” For a ﬁxed source-to-detector dis-
tance d (center to center), the results for different source radii
are equal to the result for the point detector, as predicted in
Sections 2 and 3.2.
5.4. Solid angle for a spherical surface source and a detector with an
arbitrary aperture
Fig. 6 shows an arbitrarily irregular detector aperture that was
tested. It is the union of four circles whose parameters are listed in
Table 2. The plane containing the aperture was 50 cm from the
point source [measured from the closest point, which was point (0,
0) in Fig. 6]. Concentric spherical surface sources of varying radii
had a polar angle distribution (outgoing angles only) of f ðηÞ ¼ aη0:8
for 0rηr1, with a¼1.8 to preserve the normalization of unity
[Eq. (7)]. Stochastic results are shown in Fig. 7. Clearly, for this
arbitrary case, the solid angle for the spherical surface sources and
the arbitrary detector aperture is the same as the solid angle
for the point source and the detector aperture, as predicted in
Sections 2 and 3.2.
6. Summary and conclusions
This paper has proved that the solid angle (geometry factor) for
a spherical surface source of arbitrary radius with a uniformsource rate density on the surface and a uniform azimuthal angle
distribution but an arbitrary polar angle distribution – in other
words, a spherically symmetric surface source – and a detector
with an arbitrary aperture shape is exactly the same as the solid
angle for a point isotropic source and a detector with the same
aperture shape when the sphere is centered at the point.
How is this knowledge useful? People often invoke the old saw
that if a source is “far enough away” from their detector, it “looks
like a point.” They then approximate the solid angle (geometry
factor) for their source–detector system as the solid angle for a
point source and the detector. In fact, if the source is spherically
symmetric, then the solid angle for the point source and the
detector is not an approximation; it is exactly equal to the solid
angle for their source–detector system.
Another practical consequence is that the solid angle does not
have to be recalculated as a spherical source changes size. For
example, the BeRP ball can be reﬂected with different thicknesses
of spherical polyethylene shells [5,6]. The solid angle (geometry
factor) is exactly the same for each source radius, and it is equal to
the solid angle for the concentric point source.
The derivation in Section 2 for a spherical surface source and a
point detector relies on the point detector having a symmetric,
unobstructed view of the spherical surface. This condition must
therefore hold for every point on the detector aperture surface.
Certain detector orientations may self-shield such that some
points on the detector aperture surface have views of the source
that are obstructed by the detector itself; in such cases, the thesis
of this paper will not hold. Likewise, and more importantly, for
collimated detectors in which the collimation occludes part of the
spherical source (rather than, for example, occluding just the
scene behind the source), points in the aperture near the colli-
mator will not have a symmetric line of sight to the source, and the
thesis of this paper will not hold.
Pommé's [7,8], Cornejo Díaz et al.'s [9], and Zhang et al.'s [10]
solid-angle calculators can compute the solid angle for a point
source. Thus, although they are not explicitly set up to compute
the solid angle for a spherical surface source, their point-source
options give exactly the same results they would give for a
spherically symmetric surface source of arbitrary radius and
arbitrary polar angle distribution centered at the point source.Acknowledgments
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This appendix relies on Fig. 1 of Section 2. From the Law of
Sines, we have
sin α¼ d
rS
sin ω: ðA:1Þ
Using Eq. (A.1) in the identity sin 2αþ cos 2α¼ 1 and rearranging
yields
cos 2α¼ η2 ¼ 1 d
rS
 2
sin 2ω: ðA:2Þ
Observing that ω¼ αθ, Eq. (A.2) becomes
η2 ¼ 1 d
rS
 2
sin α cos θ cos α sin θ 	2: ðA:3Þ
Apply the Law of Sines again to ﬁnd
sin α¼ d
r
sin θ; ðA:4Þ
and apply the Law of Cosines to ﬁnd
d2 ¼ r2Sþr22 rSr cos ðπαÞ: ðA:5Þ
Using sin α from Eq. (A.4) and rearranging Eq. (A.5) for cos α and
using these in Eq. (A.3) yields
η2 ¼ 1 d
rS
 2 d
r
sin θ cos θd
2r2Sr2
2 rSr
sin θ
 !2
¼ 1 d
rS
 2 sin 2θ
r2
d cos θd
2r2Sr2
2 rS
 !2
: ðA:6Þ
Using Eq. (14) from Section 2 for the r2 in the parentheses (and
using μ≡ cos θ) yields
η2 ¼ 1 d
rS
 2 sin 2θ
r2
d μd
2r2Sðr2Sþd
22d rSμÞ
2 rS
 !2
¼ 1d2 sin
2θ
r2
: ðA:7ÞUsing Eq. (14) from Section 2 for the r2 that remains (and identi-
fying sin 2θ¼ 1μ2) yields
η2 ¼ 1d2 1μ
2
r2Sþd
22d rSμ
¼ r
2
Sþd22d rSμd2þd2μ2
r2Sþd
22d rSμ
¼ r
2
S2d rSμþd2μ2
r2Sþd
22d rSμ
¼ ðμ drSÞ
2
r2Sþd
22d rSμ
ðA:8Þ
or, ﬁnally,
η¼ μ drSﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃ
r2Sþd
22d rSμ
q : ðA:9Þ
Note that the domain of μ is [rS=d , 1] (Section 2). The corre-
sponding range of η, from Fig. 1 and from Eq. (A.9), is [0, 1].References
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